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Get Your Pitchfork On!
The Real Dirt on Country Living
KRISTY ATHENS

Get Your Pitchfork On! provides the hard-learned nuts-
and-bolts of rural living from city folk who were initial-
ly out of their depth. Practical and often hilarious, Get 
Your Pitchfork On! reads like a twenty-first century The 
Egg and I. Pitchfork also enters territory that other books 
avoid—straightforward advice about the social aspects of 
country living, from health care to schools to small-town 
politics. 

6 X 9 • 400 PAGES • 978-1-934170-34-2 • $19.95

Getting Out 
Your Guide to Leaving America  
Expanded and Revised Edition

MARK EHRMAN

Here are the rules, resources, and experiences of dozens 
of expat Americans on every continent. The new edition 
contains new information on taxes, healthcare, food, 
drink, drugs, security, and suggestions about how to start 
a business or make a living in foreign lands.

6 X 9 • 456 PAGES • GRAPHS, ILLUSTRATIONS 
978-1-934170-29-8 • $19.95 

The Urban Homestead
Your Guide to Self-Sufficient Living  
in the Heart of the City
Expanded and Revised Edition
KELLY COYNE AND ERIK KNUTSEN

“…a delightfully readable and very useful guide to front- 
and back-yard vegetable gardening, food foraging, food 
preserving, chicken keeping, and other useful skills for 
anyone interested in taking a more active role in growing 
and preparing the food they eat.” —Boingboing.net

6 X 9 • 360 PAGES • 978-1934170-10-6 • ILLUSTRATED • $17.95

Pacific Ocean Park 
The Rise and Fall of Los Angeles’ Space-Age Nautical Pleasure Pier 
BY CHRISTOPHER MERRITT AND DOMENIC PRIORE

When Pacific Ocean Park — or P.O.P. —was built in the late-‘50s among Venice California’s “Coney Island of 
the West,” it delivered a futuristic and tiki-themed amusement park that, for a while, outdrew Disneyland.

The Fugitive, Twilight Zone and rock band promotions were filmed at P.O.P., and its Cheetah auditorium 
hosted the likes of the Doors and Pink Floyd. P.O.P. ended in bankruptcy and spectacular fires. 

The iconic “Z-Boys” surfed through P.O.P.’s rotting piers and skated nearby when P.O.P. became 
known as “Dogtown.”

Sean “Craphound” Tejaratchi designed this book, which includes over 400 images, most of them unseen else-
where, including original ride designs and illustrations, of Tiki-rich, space age nautical rides, and Googie 
architecture. It also showcases a remarkable time in Los Angeles history.

Buyers will be able to download audio files from many of P.O.P.’s attractions.

HARDCOVER • 11 X 8.5 • 252 PAGES • 978-1-934170-52-6  • $34.95 • JULY 15, 2014

SUMMER 2014

PROCESS MEDIA

Power of the Seed
Your Guide to Oils for Health & Beauty
SUSAN M. PARKER
For Process Media’s Self-Reliance Series

This illustrated guidebook shows the reader the meaning and uses of fatty acids, omega oils, trans-fats, 
saturated and unsaturated oils for skin care, massage, cooking, and other ways to improve one’s health, 
both internally and externally.  The author’s focus on oils derived from the seed rather than the plant itself 
makes this book different from many other books that contend they are about “essential oils.”

6 X 9 • 200 PAGES • ISBN 978-1-934170-54-0 • $17.95 • FEBRUARY 2015

WINTER 2015

The Natural Kitchen
Your Guide to the Sustainable Food Revolution 
DEBORAH EDEN TULL

This quietly revolutionary guidebook brings us into the 
kitchen, where the daily choices we make involving food 
have a profound impact both on our lives and the world 
at large.

6 X 9 • 250 PAGES • 978-1-934170-12-0
TWO-COLOR THROUGHOUT • TRADE PAPER • $17.95

When There Is  No Doctor
Preventive and Emergency Healthcare  
in Uncertain Times
GERARD S. DOYLE, MD

This is a book about sustainable health and what you 
can do to protect it, both in bad times and also in good. 
Ensure this health of those you love when and if the world 
changes.

6 X 9 • 220 PAGES • 978-1-934170-11-3 • ILLUSTRATED • $16.95

Preparedness Now!
An Emergency Survival Guide
Expanded and Revised Edition

ATON EDWARDS

“Aton’s work is tremendously important. What we need 
to do for the next round is to get ourselves prepared. This 
can help us to get it done. How can we afford to have so 
many adults that aren’t prepared to face anything?”  
— Chuck D.

6 X 9 • 350 PAGES • ILLUSTRATED • 978-1-934170-09-0 • $16.95

Depression 2.0
Creative Strategies for Tough Economic Times
CLETUS NELSON, WITH DOUGLAS RUSHKOFF,  
CLAIRE WOLFE AND CHARLES HUGH SMITH

A practical hands-on guide to persevering and even 
thriving in an economic breakdown. Places emphasis on 
self-sufficiency, community-building, and personal resil-
ience, this timely book offers a way forward in a time of 
great uncertainty.

6 X 9 • 218 PAGES • 978-1-934170-06-9 • $16.95

BACK CATALOGUE
Moondog
The Viking of 6th Avenue: The Authorized Biography 
ROBERT SCOTTO 
INTRODUCTION BY PHILIP GLASS

Louis “Moondog” Hardin was one of New York’s most color-
ful eccentrics--a blind street performer, ‘60s pop culture 
phenomenon and an influential and internationally respect-
ed composer. This lower priced revised edition excludes the 
first edition’s CD, but readers will have access to the same 
Moondog compilation with rare recordings via download.

6 X 9 • 320 PAGES • 9781934170403 • $22.95

Raw Magic
Super Foods for Super People 
KATE MAGIC

Here’s a groundbreaking book of Raw recipes by the biggest 
raw food promoter in the UK. Kate is Creative Director of Raw 
Living, which has a large online shop, and offers advice and 
information on the raw diet. The book is filled with images.

6 X 9 • 280 PAGES • 9781934170373 • $22.95

Demons in the Age of Light
A Memoir of Psychosis and Recovery 
WHITNEY ROBINSON 

A beautiful young woman recounts the harrowing true story 
of her descent into what doctors labeled schizophrenia, but 
what she experienced as possession by a powerful, malevolent 
entity. Drugged and institutionalized, she finally confronts 
and expels her demon through sheer will and alternative 
methods, including an exorcism and shamanic healing.

6 X 9 • 240 PAGES • 9781934170274 • $16.00 

Eye Mind
The Saga of Roky Erickson and the 13th Floor Elevators, 
The Pioneers of Psychedelic Sound 
PAUL DRUMMOND AND JULIAN COPE

For the first time in 30 years, members of the cult phenom-
enon, The 13th Floor Elevators, tell their amazing story, of 
prisons and mental institutions, and battling with repres-
sive Texas authorities while fashioning a psychedelic path to 
enlightenment.

6 X 9 • 350 PAGES • 9780976082262 • $22.95

Secret Source
The Law of Attraction and its Hermetic Influence 
Throughout the Ages
MAJA D’AOUST AND ADAM PARFREY

Here’s a fascinating and easy-to-understand breakdown on 
esoteric metaphysics and its odd path to modern-day cult. 
The Secret Source is enhanced by striking visuals largely taken 
from rare sources housed at The Philosophical Research 
Society of Los Angeles.

HARDCOVER• 6 X 9 • 216 PAGES • 9781934170328 • $19.95

Morris Graves
His Houses, His Gardens 
RICHARD SVARE

Author Svare tells the compelling story of the creation and 
renovation of residences that were home to Morris Graves, a 
leading figure in Northwest Art and one of the most import-
ant American artists of the twentieth century. This insightful 
rendering contains never before published photographs and a 
captivating narrative.

9 X 12 • 112 PAGES • 9781934170427 • $45.00

Guitar Army
Rock and Revolution with The MC5 and the White 
Panther Party
JOHN SINCLAIR

Outlaw writings from the imprisoned “rock-and-roll 
guerrilla” who brilliantly synthesizes Marxism, the Beat 
generation, black culture and psychedelics. This iconographic 
work contains new photographs and a CD with rare archival 
recordings of MC5 and the White Panther Party.

6 X 9 • 300 PAGES • 9781934170007 • $22.95
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